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AS USUAL, there
is no real theme to
the first edition of

THE SHRIEKING
VIOLET to be pub-

lished in 2014, but again a general atmosphere that links the articles in some way
seems to have emerged. This time, I think
it’s to do with a questioning of the way we
see, interact with and relate to the world
around us.
In this issue, Tom Whyman uses the figure
of Alan Hansen to describe a trend away
from engaging critically with the world and
having opinions on what we see around us,
concluding that we must rediscover such abilities to have a hope of transforming the world.
This sits alongside articles and images offering insights into hidden knowledge and surprises
that can lay behind the surface appearance of things; the alternative worlds created in fiction
which can give us new perspectives on our own, everyday environments; impressions of the
actions and characteristics that give us value and meaning and which we can aspire to leave
behind us as a mark on the world; and a celebration of self-education and its ability to help us
realise that things are not always as they seem and that with a bit of hope and imagination our
everyday worlds could be envisaged differently.
This reminds me of the book I have read recently which has made me think the most, The View
from the Train: Cities & other landscapes, a collection of essays by the film-maker Patrick Keiller
published late in 2013. In The View from the Train, Keiller reveals a preoccupation with our
ways of experiencing place and space, often dwelling on the relationship between art, criticism
and the everyday. The Surrealists, for example, suggests Keiller, poeticised everyday objects
and spaces, enabling things to be viewed not as they were but as they could be, thus showing glimpses of what could happen and creating a window into a different world within the
one we know. Everyday and sometimes solitary acts such as walking become transformative
in this reading of the relationship between self and the environment, deepening the walker’s
understanding of place; altering one’s experience of the world thus becomes a step towards
transforming it.
With this in mind, let’s resolve to make 2014 a year in which we really open our eyes and
minds to what’s around us, find new ways to explore and allow ourselves to once again engage
critically with what’s around us, making anything and everything an object or place of interest
and something on which we can hold and discuss an opinion.
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MANCHESTER CRAFT duo Warp & Weft introduce their
Stature exhibition in Manchester Town Hall (February 24March 9), which examines how women’s lives and
achievements have been recorded in history.
In 2013 high-profile feminist campaigns like No More
Page Three and the push to get women on banknotes
inspired us to think about how women are represented
in society. We noticed that, barring Queen Victoria’s
status through accident of birth, Manchester’s municipal
statues still only celebrate the achievement of historical
men. We thought it was about time they honoured some
local female role models, and a crochet mask facelift
seemed an ideal format.
Local councilors gave us permission to stage our
craftivist intervention on the eight marble portrait busts in the Town Hall entrance corridor.
The women we are celebrating are from very diverse backgrounds, and all deserve recognition.
We want to highlight that women of achievement are not rare exceptions to the rule, however
women’s accomplishments have been under-represented and under-recorded. For example, of
the 573 statues of people throughout the UK, only 15 per cent depict women.
Traditionally dismissed as women’s work, craft has been undergoing a revival in the past few
years. Germaine Greer called the resurgence of handcrafting ‘heroic pointlessness’ – but she
missed the point. The act of creating functional items in the home was a strong contributor to
women’s community-building, with techniques and patterns passed around sewing circles and
from generation to generation, and provided women with a creative outlet where their other
achievements were devalued.
We’ve timed our exhibition to put some ‘L’ into February’s LGBT history month and to coincide with International Women’s Day on Saturday March 8.
Artist Helen Davies was heavily influenced by Jo Hamilton’s crazily accurate crocheted
portraits, as well as Blanka Amezkua’s embroideries based on the way women are depicted in
comic books and popular media – cartoonish and decorative.
Historian Jenny White has been researching the lives of the women featured in the Stature exhibition to create biographical notices to accompany the masks. Her first point of call was a quick
Google, then biographies and newspaper archives.
It was interesting to see which of our women had entries on Wikipedia, and how they had
been represented. Some of our women don’t get a mention, and the achievements of others have
been played down or misrepresented.
History can be altered depending on whose version is being told. One of the women we’re
celebrating is Esther Roper, a social justice campaigner who had a 30 year relationship with
Irish poet Eva Gore Booth. In the 1980s a homophobic historian published a joint biography of
the couple. A letter written while she was researching the book highlights her determination to
downplay their romance to friendship: “You will be pleased to know I could ﬁnd not a trace of
perverted sexuality.”
We’re happy that though our Stature project we’re able to champion these eight women’s lives
and achievements, as well as the marvelous medium of craft.
Get in touch at hellowarpweft@gmail.com or tweet them at @warp_weft.
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Alan Hansen
by

Tom Whyman

ALAN HANSEN said in September of last year that he will be retiring from Match of the Day at the end
of the current season. I wrote this piece at the time of his announcement with a view to understanding his
legacy, both for football and for society more generally.
Match of the Day is a programme famous for the poor quality of its analysis, and Hansen, as its
leading pundit, must be credited as the primary sculptor of this void. The poor quality of the
analysis occurs on two levels: (1) none of the pundits ever actually say anything of interest about
the game. The majority of the ‘analysis’ of every match is Alan Shearer or Michael Owen or
someone saying what he sees. The pundits are for the most part bland men who appear to have
been hired precisely for their very blandness. The exceptions are of course Mark Lawrenson, who
manages somehow to be almost compelling in the magnitude of his resignation to an unrelentingly cruel and boring universe, a resignation so great that it has become a determination to pull
every last scrap of joy down with him; and Hansen himself, a figure who comes across not so
much simply as a bland man as King Bland, a sinisterly dad-like figure who seems determined to
enforce a culture of sensible uninsightfulness upon his television family.
Of course, if you expose a television audience to such dullness every week, they are bound to
notice it, and even if they’re never especially likely to turn off their televisions or switch over
to another channel (since the dullness in question happens in between the football highlights),
they’re still going to complain, which is why we end up with poor quality of analysis level (2),
the pundits’ half-hearted attempts to have opinions about something, which always come across
as empty and somehow arbitrary, as if an opinion was just a purely frictionless, subjective leap
into the void. Hansen is, of course, the programme’s main go-to guy for these sort of non-opinions.
Now that Hansen will (soon … although, for all that, not quite soon enough) be gone, will
that mean his MOTD empire of blandness collapses all around Lineker et al as soon as he stops
being there to hold it up? Unfortunately, this is unlikely. Hansen is not just one particularly
brilliant man who has taken it upon himself to make watching the football slightly more boring
for everyone else and, through sheer exuberance and force of will, succeeded: he is the exemplar
of a trend. We are no longer a culture that is able to have a football highlights programme that
contains insightful analysis.
Why is this? Maybe it starts with ‘money’. Maybe somebody somewhere doesn’t dare upset
anyone by having a proper opinion. Perhaps this is why they got Michael Owen, an overgrown
milk monitor of a man who looks as if he’s never had an opinion in his life, in as a pundit. I
don’t know though. I think the ultimate source of the problem must be on level (1) as above, but
if we thought that exhausted it all, we would think we could just do something like, say in this
example, ‘take all the money out’ (or whatever) and thus easily fix the problem. The more profound effects I think can be discerned at level (2). In football as in life, people have forgotten how
to have opinions. It’s not just pundits but politicians who are forever struggling to do convincing
impressions of people who think or care about anything by picking something they’ve heard
about to take as an article of faith, taking a mere subjective leap into the void.
This is just not how opinion-formation really works. There is this very common idea that
having a conviction is really just a matter of taste, or something more modelled along the lines of
religious faith, so that you can have a political belief of whatever sort, and then it becomes just
something as it were hard-wired into your make-up, that argument or evidence can’t touch. But
having an opinion is really a matter of being critically engaged with the world, of experiencing
the world and then taking a stance on it, one that somehow makes sense given the sets of facts
and problems that are revealed to you in your experience of it (and this includes, for instance,
conversation, so, the testimony of others), and is then following this subject to reflection given
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future experiences. When you are someone like Tony Blair or Iain
Duncan Smith who insists, despite the evidence, that what they think
is still, as brute instinct, on some level the right thing for them to
believe, then you have, effectively, lost the world. You’ve lost touch with it,
you are no longer critically engaged with the world. And in both politics
and football punditry we are, I think, constantly exposed to people who have lost the world in
this way.
The danger of course is that, once you’ve lost touch with the world, you can no longer act
on or in it so as to transform it in any way. The world will carry on without you, governed by
increasingly hard laws of necessity, economic or otherwise. Just like, in fact, the Premier League.
Or the financial crisis-era West (this is of course where point (1) can be seen to enter back in to
the analysis: we must posit some force in whose interests it is that we lose our ability to take a
stance on the world).
Alan Hansen’s legacy is, thus, not just that a football highlights show has become (or remains,
or whatever) incredibly bland. He is a symbol of the increasing impossibility of people being
able to engage critically with the world they inhabit.
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Where the real meets the unreal:

alternative cities in the work of Jeff Noon
by Cazz Blase
and Ben Moor

I AM reading Jeff Noon’s Nymphomation, his fourth novel and a prequel of sorts to Vurt and
Pollen, on the 191 bus travelling from Stockport towards Oxford Road to work. As I read, I’m
following the progress of the teenage Jazir Malik, part-time waiter in his father’s curry house,
full time cocksure genius, and his travels a few pages into the section of the book that is Game
42. As he travels along Oxford Road to the university, blurbs (sort of dragonfly-like creatures
who sing advertising jingles) flutter around him, he conducts some business, he enters the
university library.
At this point there is a real life jolt for me: Jazir has just entered my work place and, despite
Noon’s best efforts to make it just another strange location in the Vurt-verse, it still comes across
as much weirder in real life than it does on the page. I close the book and put it in my bag
for later.
This real life jolt is what Ben Moor, creator of the sci-fi radio comedy Undone might possibly
have been referring to when, through his character Tankerton Slopes, he talked of places where
“reality makes a pun on itself”. In that particular context (episode 2, series 1 of Undone) he was
talking about the statue of Paddington Bear at Paddington station in London, an example of a
‘Gap’ or entry point into Undone, London’s over imaginative and wacky alternative version of
itself, but the point probably still stands.
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In the case of Jeff Noon, he has taken Manchester as it existed at
the time of his writing (his debut, Vurt, was first published in 1993)
and re-imagined the city in more surreal and beautiful terms. Noon’s
Manchester is just as dangerous as it was in the mid-nineties, when
gun crime and gang turf wars saw the city dubbed ‘Gunchester’, but it’s also
a Manchester where the rain has quasi mystical status and Eid celebrations
in Rusholme can coexist with a police chase involving a vurted up human, cyber policemen and
dog/human hybrids.
It’s also a Manchester where LSD and MDMA type drugs are delivered by feathers of
different colours, loaded with different trips, which are inserted into the mouth but not swallowed. Those taking the feathers are taken on a trip into the vurt, a dangerous virtual reality
driven by the imagination of the mysterious Hobart. Fanzine guides to the vurt are published
by the teasing Game Cat, who lives inside the vurt.
All of Noon’s narratives are laced through with ideas about drugs and addiction; it’s not
just in the vurt but in the bass of dance music, in a twisted lottery based around the game of
dominos and dark mathematics, and Fecundity 10, a sort of more extreme Viagra that leads to a
population explosion of hybrid creatures: shadows (zombie/human), dog people, robo-human
creatures, vurt/human hybrids. To be 100 per cent human is dangerous in the Vurt-verse. As
the graffiti says: ‘Pure is Poor’.
While Vurt reads as a quest novel, with Scribble, the anti-hero of the piece, questing across
Manchester and into the vurt in pursuit of his sister/lover Desdemona, Pollen, Noon’s second
novel is part-Manchester noir, part-apocalypse. It skips merrily between the rules of the police
procedural, the psychedelic road trip, Greek myth and gritty cyber punk. In Pollen a deadly
plague spreads across Manchester when the maverick dog/human cab driver Coyote travels
into no man’s land to pick up a mysterious passenger. Persephone is a young girl smuggled
into Manchester who leaves a trail of death in her wake, and the police procedure aspect of
the novel reveals a wave of corruption that reaches from the networked and vaguely sinister X
Cabs all the way to the top of the Manchester police.
Flower-based apocalypses are just one of a number of ways in which Ben Moor’s Undone can
be seen to be drawing on similar themes to Noon’s Vurt-verse. Both draw on Lewis Carroll’s
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Noon’s most well-known novel being Automated Alice, a cyber
punk re-write of Carroll’s novel, whereas the Gaps used by the characters in Moor’s series
to travel to and from the different versions of London act as an extension of the rabbit hole
principle.
There are also mind altering drugs in Undone, but they are functioning pharmaceuticals designed to make life less boring for the residents of Donlon (London’s dowdy, generic sister city)
and are more specific, weirder examples of prescription drugs such as Xanex and Prozac. There
is Conspiraton, for those found to have the gullibility gene, Moloch for shyness (makes you
more confident, but also makes you think you’re an 8 foot troll), In-Trend for the chronically
unfashionable, and alarm clock pills that you take before going to bed. When it all goes a bit
wrong, there is also Antidotal: the antidote to all drugs.
The pilot episode of Ben Moor’s Undone was created in 2002 for BBC Light Entertainment,
but wasn’t commissioned. It eventually saw the light of day in 2006, and ran for three series
between 2006 and 2010 on BBC7, the predecessor to 4Extra. It has media London as its starting
point, the central premise being the arrival of 20-year-old journalist Edna Turner in London
from Towcester. Edna has been given a short term try out at the listings magazine Get Out!
and, while adjusting to London and her new job (not to mention her bedsit and odd caretaker/
landlord Billy) she is pursued by the sarcastic and infuriatingly knowing Tankerton Slopes, who
introduces her to the alternate urban Wonderland version of London that is Undone.
In Undone faceless bureaucrats literally have no faces: there is a University Gothic Hospital
which is “all about The Cure”, a pet tricks club where cute furry animals perform seemingly of
their own volition, and talking dogs with dog tattoos (woof and woof on both paws). In Undone,
Tankerton works for the Undone equivalent of Edna’s boss, Carlo, as an agent patrolling the
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gaps between the cities, monitoring infiltration from one London to
another. He in turn recruits Edna, causing her to juggle her work as a
journalist with her work as an agent patrolling the gaps.
Humour-wise, Undone works on more than one level: much of the humour
is created by the contrast of life in the different Londons, or by Edna’s battle
to keep on top of her two jobs and maintain the secret of Undone. But Undone
also functions as a satire of media London and hipster subcultures. Of the many bands Edna
and Tankerton encounter at London venue the Heck Hole (bit scuffed and grubby, but apparently “not as bad as the Hell Hole”), some of the more surreal are the London Fax and Modem
Choir (pretty much what you’d expect from the name), Dodgy Knee (who perform “tendonitis
folk”) and the Dyspeptics (who sing indigestion ballads). In her role as a journalist, Edna also
attends art exhibitions composed of melting ice sculptures and classical paintings that have
been reduced to the size of postage stamps, not to mention the London Low Quality Expedition.
Sci-fi and fantasy as genres may well be about the power of the imagination to create alternative worlds and universes, but they are also often used to critique modern life and to subvert
and challenge modern mores. In the 1990s Manchester was going through a painful phase,
exemplified by the death of house, baggy and Madchester, the arrival of the Gunchester years
and – to cap it all – the destruction of a third of the city centre in 1996 by the IRA. London,
by contrast, at the time Undone was created and broadcast, was in the post-July 7 bombings
period and was subject to regular terrorism alerts. Not to mention the social changes as the city
changed mayor from Ken Livingston to Boris Johnson, and the widening gap between the rich
and the poor in the city.
The noughties was also a decade when technology accelerated and the London of Undone both
reflects and satirises this while documenting the impact of this on the media. At the beginning
of series 1 Edna Turner is writing for the paper listings magazine Get Out!, by the end of series 3
Get Out! has been replaced by the website Go On! and the unlikely crew marshalled by Tanker-
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ton in episode 5 of series 3 to report on the new strains of weirdness
in the city are using the latest in Smartphone technology to liaise with
editor Carlo.
In Neil Gaiman’s Neverwhere, it is London Underground rather than
London itself that becomes the basis of the alternative version of London
that is London Below. The relationship between London Above and London
Below is an allegory for homelessness in the capital and how the homeless become invisible
to Londoners.
Gaiman specifically wrote Neverwhere as a way of writing about those who fall through the
gaps in society, the dispossessed. His use of fantasy to tackle such a gritty subject matter has
meant that many more people watched Neverwhere on TV, have read his novel and listened to
the critically acclaimed 2013 radio adaptation than would have done had he simply written a
novel or non-fiction narrative about homelessness in London. Similarly, Undone as pure media
satire would not have been as creative, clever or funny and Noon’s take on Manchester needed
fantasy to fuel it in order for it to take flight. Had he not used fantasy, it wouldn’t have been
Vurt; it would have been Trainspotting in Manchester.
Fantasy allows us to indulge and digest the previously unpalatable. We accept more of it,
indulge it more than a documentary, which is supposed to be true and objective. We believe in
it. It tickles and stimulates our imagination.
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Blue in Green
by

Henry Ireland

I KEPT a daily diary for the
whole of 2012 but nothing
really happened. In a way
it was the one quiet year.
This was going to be about
something else, something
from ten years ago, but I
decided I wanted to write
about the last year instead.
I don’t know if it will make
sense or have a point.
This year we got married.
It suddenly felt like what we
wanted to do. Our families
kept shrinking. It never
occurred to me before that
they would.
I dreamed a lot this year about where I went to school. I had not dreamed about this place in
years. I also dreamed about cities and rooms that reminded me of real places but were not. Over
time, these places started to join up in my dreams.
In August we went on tour. We swam in the sea and I lay on my back watching the sunset
beyond my naked feet, red and yellow pieces all over the surface of the water.

More often now, I want to go straight home and stay there. Put things back together. I climbed
on our roof when the skylight was smashed, to patch it with a bin bag. Back there was an alleyway of roofs. On and on, black and angular. No access.
We have a sourdough starter now. I mixed flour and water and left it for a week or so.
Everything is changing. Things get perfect and then keep going ‘til they wither.
This summer everyone was making great music. It was a hard year for a lot of people, right?
It felt like everyone was climbing out of a deep pit. I tried to collect some of the music together
and mixed it with recordings of people talking and places I went.
I think I tried hard this year to have faith in things in spite of the knowledge that they were
falling apart. I righted things and repaired them and maintained them and knew that the moment I stopped struggling to keep them in tact, they would collapse. Last Saturday, I switched
on my computer and it blew up and tripped the fuse for all the sockets in the house. I knew it
was not going to last and I chose not to prepare for the day that I didn’t have it anymore. Why
does it feel irrational to prepare for disasters that we know are coming? I guess I thought a lot
about that too this year.
Did you ever read The Road?
I read it last year while I
was getting over the worst
of a patch of depression and
anxiety. It’s about a father and
son after the world has ended.
I found it very comforting. I
guess being afraid of something and being depressed by
it are connected, though not
the same. What depressed me
about the end of the world was
the thought that any humans
who survived were likely to be
horrible people, willing to do
anything to ensure their own
survival. What reading that
book made me realise was that
the most important thing to me
was to pass on characteristics
of humanity that I valued,
to ensure that they survived
into whatever world comes
after ours.
I guess I should learn not
to feel so down about things
continuing after I am gone. If
there is someone who wants to
maintain them, they will go on.
If not, no big deal.
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Congress House: an overlooked
Modernist masterpiece
by

Joe Austin

WITHOUT DOUBT one London’s finest modern
sculptural masterpieces is perversely, also one of the
most difficult to find, hidden away as it is in a beautiful green mosaic tiled (originally Carrera marble)
and glass enclosed courtyard at the heart of one of
London’s least known modern architectural gems.
The sculpture is easily one of Jacob Epstein’s most
powerful works: a mother stands cradling her dead
son, staring forlornly up into the sky, the look of
pain and anguish clearly etched upon her face. The
building is Congress House, the headquarters of the
TUC, a building conceived in 1945 but not completed
until 1957, and the story of these two modern masterpieces makes for quite an interesting read.
Congress House on Great Russell Street, just opposite
the British Museum, was the result of a 1948 open
competition, one of the first and largest post-war
architectural competitions to be organised, and at a
time when the likelihood of such a large, totally new
structure being completed were severely limited by
the restrictions and rationing of building materials.
The brief for the project, developed by the TUC over
a number of years, had to address two key objectives:
firstly it was to provide a fitting memorial to those
Trade Union members who had laid down their lives
during the two World Wars, and secondly it was to
provide high quality conference, education and meeting room facilities suitable for the progressive aspirations of the Union.
With over 170 entries submitted, choosing an outright winner was always going to be a
challenge. All entries were put on public display, and though it’s not clear if the public had a
say in the final choice (unlikely I would suggest in 1948), the eventual winner was announced
by the RIBA as the (still) little-known
35-year-old English architect David Du
Rieu Aberdeen.
Du Rieu Aberdeen’s scheme had
as its focus a large open courtyard
surrounded on three sides by the
offices, library and committee rooms
provided by the new building. The
fourth side, against which the proposed
memorial sculpture would stand, was
the existing end wall of Sir Edwin
Lutyens’ YWCA building, which was
protected by local building regulations.
The floor of the courtyard was finished
in a large, hexagonal segmented glazed
structure, which also formed the ceiling
of the below ground conference centre

and allowed light to flood into the subterranean spaces.
Wherever possible materials were sourced (and often
donated) from other trade unions and overseas labour
organisations and included marble, polished granite
and cedar, all of which added to the quality of the
building and kept the costs within budget.
Getting the project started proved to be difficult.
Narrow streets, height restrictions imposed by the
historic nature of the site (previously a brewery and
a warren of alleyways known as “The Rookery”), the
protection afforded the adjacent Lutyens building, and
an understandably rather chaotic post0war approach to
redevelopment, resulted in a five-year delay between
Du Aberdeen’s appointment and works beginning
on site. On the positive side, the delays did allow Du
Rieu Aberdeen to work comprehensively through
the scheme in detail, giving due consideration to all
aspects of its design, especially key elements such as
the feature main staircase, the glazed conference centre
roof and the composition of the external elevations.
The style of the building took its cues from a number of sources. The curving plan forms, pilotis (columns) and ribbon-like exteriors of Le
Corbusier’s modernism are the obvious one, but there are also hints of the more naturalistic
interwar Scandinavian modernism of architects such as Gunnar Apsland and Alvo Aalto. It’s
also no coincidence, I might suggest, that the building shares similarities with the Royal Festival
Hall, conceived as they were around the same time, 1948, in an atmosphere that was finally
allowing the younger members of the architectural profession an opportunity to show their
understanding of the tenets of Modernism. It was only the huge political will driving the success of the Festival of Britain that meant the Royal Festival Hall was completed on time in 1951,
some seven years before Congress House was officially opened, arguably stealing its limelight
in the eyes of the public and forever relegating it to relative obscurity.
Jacob Epstein’s commission for the memorial
sculpture came in 1955, two years after construction on the building had finally begun. The composition is based on Michelangelo’s extraordinary
Pietà at St. Peters Basilica in Rome. Epstein’s work
is a masterful display of carving. His ability to
manipulate solid stone to express human emotion
and fragility almost leaves one speechless. The
scale of the piece (it stands almost six metres high
on its pedestal) leaves you in awe of the memorial’s power, and is a wholly fitting tribute to the
sacrifice of the unionist soldiers of the two wars.
In acknowledgement of the success (and indeed,
continued success) of the project, in 1959 the RIBA
awarded Du Rieu Aberdeen its prestigious Bronze
Medal London Architecture Award and in March
1988 the building received Grade II Listed status,
securing it and Epstein’s wonderful sculpture for
future generations to enjoy. It was described in the
Listing as “one of the most important institutional
buildings erected in London, and one of the most
significant 1950s buildings in Britain”.
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“Prole Art Threat”: The Fall, The Blue

Orchids and the Working Class Autodidact
by David Wilkinson

ONE OF the key ways in which the story of punk’s been told is that two main tendencies
developed after the Sex Pistols split up in 1978. On the one hand, there was ‘street punk’, also
called ‘lumpen’, or (with the implicit disdain of the aesthete) ’just speeded up heavy metal’.
This fragment of punk was about ‘keeping it real’ and has been portrayed, unfairly at times,
accurately at others, as a bit narrow-minded and hypocritical when it came to punk’s spirit of individuality and change. On the other hand, there were bands that wanted to push the boundaries, musically, philosophically, politically, lifestyle-wise. They’ve been called the ‘arties’, ‘cerebral’
or more recently ‘post-punk’.
In many ways this is already an awkward division, but where it gets really controversial is that
the ‘lumpen’ are almost uniformly portrayed both as the working class end of punk, and the
uneducated end. And the ‘arties’ are apparently middle class, have usually been to art school
or university and that is why they’re interesting. There’s an unwitting reproduction here of that
ideology which sees the middle classes as the brains of society and the working classes as the
brawn. What this leaves out is not only the fact that a fair few working class people attended art
schools back in the days of grants, but that we have our own history and culture of learning.
The reality of the situation was that there were post-punk bands who didn’t fit this split, in
that they were inventive, well-read and idiosyncratic, came from a working class background
and were self-taught rather than having been through higher education. Interestingly, they often
picked up where the hippie counterculture left off. The counterculture, like post-punk, is often
painted as a largely middle class affair, but again this is an oversimplification. My sense as to
why some working class post-punks were hippies before punk hit is that you didn’t need to be
privileged or have gone to university to get involved with the countercultural underground. By
listening to the bands, reading newspapers like IT and going to bookshops like Manchester’s
Grassroots an alternative educational wealth could be acquired, involving myriad ideas and
signposts pointing in every lesser-travelled direction: the avant-garde, mysticism, radical
politics, free love.
The other big contributor to many of these peoples’ stories is the humble public library. As
someone who worked as a librarian for eight years and has recently witnessed the systematic
destruction of the public library system, it’s important to stress what serendipitous and essential places they are. There are ways to learn and study in that environment that the internet just
can’t replicate due to being so market-focused and not having a physical, community-focused
dimension.
Northern white crap that talks back
The Fall’s Mark E. Smith is an interesting case in point. His autodidactic background was a
huge influence on the Fall’s post-punk era music, combining countercultural influences with a
certain set of working class attitudes which he held on to, I would say partly in reaction against
the more middle-class, student and London-oriented end of post-punk.
To voice his distinctive perspective, Smith invented the alter-ego ‘Roman Totale XVII’, a fusion
of amphetamine-fuelled post-punk outsider and Northern working class plain-speaking. Smith
also incorporated into the character his love of the work of ‘weird fiction’ horror writers favoured by the counterculture, such as HP Lovecraft.
This deployment of symbols of his class background merged with countercultural influences
served a political purpose: it acted as a marker of authenticity as against those on the left who
he viewed as dogmatic, hypocritical and joyless. Though it would make no sense to call such a
contradictory figure as Smith a Thatcherite, there was a sense in which the anti-leftism of some of
his views crossed over.

One Fall song which captures this theme
is the 1979 single ‘Fiery Jack’. It’s sung
from the imagined perspective of a hardbitten forty-five year old pub alcoholic
who Smith claimed “is the sort of guy I
can see myself as in twenty years”. Jack
acknowledges the effects of his hard
living: “My face is slack/and kidneys
burn/in the small of my back/will never
learn”. But the infectious glee with which
the lines “I eat hot dogs/I live on pies”
are delivered suggests that this kind of
pleasure is only magnified by an awareness of its damaging side effects rather
than troubled.
This is freedom and pleasure as libertinism, and, as the music critics Simon
Reynolds and Joy Press have argued,
is not without precedent in countercultural rock music. They note the frequent
privileging of “desire over responsibility,
aesthetics over ethics”. More straightforwardly, when I interviewed Una Baines of The Fall and
the Blue Orchids, she noted that “it’s almost as if you’ve got to have a serious drug and alcohol
problem to be a cool male icon”.
‘Fiery Jack’ kicks off what would become a long-running association in The Fall’s music of
countercultural libertinism with a supposedly authentic working class worldview in opposition
to all ethical and political frameworks, including Thatcherism: Jack is “too fast to work”, he’s
opposed to “free trade” and his speed habit and alcoholism might well have jarred with the
Daily Mail morality promoted by the government.
The notion that being a libertine transcends politics, however, has always been just a fantasy.
The libertine’s claim on the freedom to do as they like without caring how that might affect
themselves or others has something common with the amoral market freedoms of Thatcherism.
It also ignores social responsibility and is therefore inimical to the aims of the left. This fact was
made abundantly clear in a Fall interview soon after ‘Fiery Jack’s release. Smith claimed the
song was about an “anti-left-wing” stance and “ageism ... people go round and think they’re
smart when they’re 21 but these old guys you see have been doing it for years”. There’s more
than a hint here of the hopelessly reactionary yet maverick one-off working class characters
from the ‘70s TV comedies that Smith would have grown up with – Rigsby and Alf Garnett,
for example.
Perhaps the most obvious indicator of the song’s politics, however, is lyrical: Jack boasts “I put
down left-wing tirades”. The phrase which follows is “and the musical trades”. This implies
that those Smith had in mind when he claimed “people ... think they’re smart when they’re 21”
may well have included post-punk contemporaries like Scritti Politti and Gang of Four whose
work interrogated the political implications of certain pleasures and freedoms rather than
celebrating their pursuit at all costs.
On the other hand, there is a way in which Smith and The Fall might have been much more
radical than such bands. Although arty leftist post-punks made great music which forces you to
think about the way we’re all embroiled in consumerism, patriarchy and so on, one thing that’s
frequently missing from their work is a sense of hope or utopianism.
In contrast, there’s a lot of Fall songs in which Smith infuses the everyday working class environment that’s made him with the fantastical and uncanny traits of weird fiction, suggesting
that what you see around you is not the only way things are or could be. As Sounds journalist
Sandy Robertson once put it, “The Fall are true alchemists in their recognition that shit masks
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gold, the apparently worthless can be the source of the thrill of it
all.” Slightly more pretentiously, Barney Hoskyns claimed in the
NME that “What Fall songs implied was that the whole bastion
of comfortable working class traditions ... could be transformed, could even
perhaps transform themselves into a deep cultural revolution.”
One of my favourite examples of this is the song ‘Psykick Dance Hall’, which
was inspired by a psychic centre on a row of shops in Prestwich run by Smith’s girlfriend’s mum.
Smith once claimed that “I used to be psychic but I drank my way out of it”. The place used to
be a tap dancing venue, so on the one hand is described prosaically as being ‘round the corner’
but on the other hand totally bizarrely as being full of people doing ‘bumbling stumbling’ dances
via telepathy. One of the last lines is “when I am dead and gone/my vibrations will live on/in
vibes on vinyl through the years/people will dance to my waves”, suggesting a kind of hope for
the future.
Mystic Mancunia
Una Baines and Martin Bramah, who left The Fall and formed the Blue Orchids in 1979, are
quite similar to Mark E Smith in some respects, very different in others. There is the same combination of a working class autodidact background with countercultural sources. For example
Martin Bramah sang the Blue Orchids’ mystic manifestos in a strong Mancunian accent and
Una Baines’ organ-playing has elicited the description of “the Velvet Underground under the
Blackpool illuminations”. The band were given their name by Salford-born punk poet John
Cooper Clarke, who had also been part of Manchester’s Beat scene in the ‘60s. He envisaged
them as a mysterious gang of Catholic haemophiliacs who lived on a council tip. They read sci-fi,
philosophy and literature voraciously as teenagers.
What’s different about the Blue Orchids is that they wrongfoot Mark Smith’s class
stereotyping of the left. Their approach was not an academic one as with some post-punk bands;
Martin Bramah said when I interviewed him that “I wasn’t interested in left wing political
concepts that you might learn when you’re taking a degree”. Nevertheless they were consciously
politicised. The belief of both Bramah and Baines in working class solidarity played a big part.
Instead of a tradition of working class libertinism, what the pair tapped into was a history of
working class mutual aid and education and the attempt to make politics relevant to everyday
life. It’s a history described by such writers as EP Thompson, Sheila Rowbotham, Raymond
Williams and Jonathan Rose. In interview, Bramah expressed this in the following way: “I’m
kinda sharing things that might or might not be useful to other like-minded people and if that
has political repercussions then that’s fine because politics is life, isn’t it?”
Another political issue which interested them both was
feminism. Again, this was not academically informed as with
bands like the Raincoats and Gang of Four. Instead it was at
least partly rooted in the experience of their working class
background. Martin Bramah remembers that: “I’ve always been
a very sensitive person, but as a working class kid in Manchester,
as a man you’re brutalised. I refused to bow to that.” Una Baines,
on the other hand, told me that “I always thought my mum had
great insight from a very hard life. I feel like she encouraged me
to break away in a way that she felt she couldn’t. Cos she’d had
five kids herself and they were very poor, she used to say ‘Una,
don’t do all this … have a life’.”
Mixed in with this tradition of mutual aid and direct experience was a very post-hippie interest in the esoteric, including the
theories of the Russian mystic GI Gurdjieff, paganism and Robert
Graves’ poetic treatise The White Goddess. Bramah remembers
that although “I didn’t seek out The White Goddess because I’d

been told it was a worthy book”, it
was likely that ‘some old hippie’ had
ordered it into the local library where
he discovered it. What this meant was
that the Blue Orchids often addressed
similar political themes to art-school
post-punk bands, but filtered them
instead through a mystical concern
with spiritual development.
In many of the songs of the Blue
Orchids, there’s quite a radical ethos
of personal fulfilment going on. Bramah reflects on the Russian mystic GI
Gurdjieff: “I dwell on his ideas quite
a lot, but they’re not seen as revolutionary ideas. They are to me, but
the revolution is ‘examine yourself’.”
Bramah went on to say “if you have
a revolution on the streets it means
nothing if you’re not able to be a
better person yourself”.
But what was being ‘a better person’
for the Blue Orchids? I’m reminded
of organisations like the Workers Educational Association. For many on the left this wasn’t just
about the benefits of education in the present but also about a belief in it as the principle of
personal fulfilment in a future society. This style of learning combined grassroots co-operation
with an autodidactic stress on individual interpretation.
In the song ‘Bad Education’, Bramah uses the institutions of school and the media as a metaphor for the negative, pacifying effects of dominant ideas on his views, describing the “sticky
situation” of having “read too many books, seen too much TV” in a world-weary spoken-word
refrain. The lulling melody, meanwhile, is reminiscent of Gurdjieff’s metaphor of sleep to
describe most people’s self-awareness. Elsewhere, ’Dumb Magician’ mocks manipulative greed
in favour of enlightenment, and whether intentionally or not, ranks as one of the best post-punk
critiques of Thatcherism: “We’re free to act, forced to pay”. The epic ‘Low Profile’ envisions an
alternative, liberating vision of self-education expressed as “serene inspiration”.
Furthermore, Baines has long had a feminist vision of human flourishing shaped both by her
interest in the esoteric and that working class ethos of co-operation and personal fulfilment
through education. Describing her vision, she referred to tarot cards and paganism, seeing the
virgin, the mother and the crone as running parallel with the young man, the father and the
wise man. For her, these weren’t limiting roles, but symbols of independence, a responsibility to
look after other people and nature and finally the aim of becoming enlightened with age, which
were the same no matter which gender you were. Baines went on to form an all-female group
called the Fates. Linder Sterling of post-punk band Ludus, who also did the artwork for the
Buzzcocks, helped design the front cover of the Fates album Furia. Nicely bringing together the
two influences of a working class background and the mystical, it depicted an earth mother in
Alexandra Park in Whalley Range.
My Vibrations Will Live On
Reflecting on the Fall’s post-punk years, and tied in with his dislike of all things London, Mark
Smith has claimed that “I always used those right-wing comments to wind the NME up because
I knew how narrow-minded they were”. It is true that one of the things that makes Smith an
intriguing character is that half the time you don’t know whether he’s being serious or not.
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But it’s worth thinking about the origins of some of those
comments, rather than always assuming that they will always
be taken with a pinch of salt. Sometimes, after all, they might be
reinforcing such views in listeners. This was definitely true at the time of
post-punk: Smith voiced a broader resentment from one section of working
class participants against the middle class student left faction. One example
was Sounds journalist and Fall champion Dave McCullough, who accused bands like The
Raincoats and The Mekons of being naive, supercilious and ultimately heartless.
More recently, it is worth speculating about the commonly used phrase ‘political correctness
gone mad’, closely tied to the idea of the left as sanctimonious, middle class bullies telling you
how to enjoy yourself and what you can and can’t do or say. It hadn’t caught on much as a term
in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s, but it’s telling that Smith writes of the Fall “we were totally un
PC” in his 2008 memoir. In some ways, he was an early warning of the ‘anti PC’ sensibility.
For all that, the weird and wonderful visions of Manchester in Fall songs are a unique and
valuable product of Smith’s autodidact background. In the sheer relentless grimness of present
circumstances, they provide a bit of hope in their suggestion that all is not what it might seem
and things might be otherwise.
Meanwhile, Simon Reynolds has argued that the legacy of the Blue Orchids was to have
“anticipated the ‘zen apathy’ stance of the Happy Mondays”, hinting towards the decline
of a politicised counterculture from the ‘90s onwards. Although this view is informed by an
awareness of some of the songs’ tendencies toward mystic fatalism, it presents their ethos as far
more pessimistic than it ever was in reality.
It’s an ethos they’ve maintained over the past thirty years. Martin Bramah is still devoted to
making music for the love of it, taking inspiration from working class history for his Factory
Star album. Una Baines, meanwhile, has formed new band Poppycock and remains involved in
political activism and community work. She believes that “we’ll look back on the ‘60s, ‘70s,’ 80s
as golden years” but optimistically notes the existence of new co-operative and countercultural
initiatives in Manchester. As state public services get swept away by the cuts, the tradition of
working class mutual aid and education that the Blue Orchids belong to will become more and
more important. We can only hope that it continues to flourish in our currently interesting times.
Thanks to Una Baines and Martin Bramah for two fantastic interviews.
At the moment David is thinking about punk and sexuality and will be doing a talk on this for LGBT
History Month at MMU (Geoffrey Manton Building Lecture Theatre 6), Wednesday February 12 at 6pm.
The Blue Orchids, meanwhile, are playing at the Star and Garter on Saturday February 15 at the Light it
Up clubnight: www.facebook.com/events/577430308971061

Mental health at the movies:

Temple Grandin (2010) by
by Richard Howe
Mick Jackson
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“I’M TEMPLE, Temple Grandin ... I’m Autistic ... I think in vectors and join them together.”
Claire Danes playing Temple is ever-awesome – a ground-breaking autistic woman, fortunate
to have a strong, educated mother who won’t accept inhuman standards and ideas of autistic
people at the time. The film explores the life she lives instead of spending a lifetime in an
institution.
This film, an HBO-funded (see also the Sopranos, Mad Men) TV movie, interestingly shows
Temple’s view of world, her thoughts and way her brain processes information, like calculating
the angles of opening cattle pen gates: one of her legacies outside of Autism awareness was to
change the way cattle and livestock are slaughtered for the better in America in the 1970s, leading to improvements both in terms of productivity and humane deaths for the animals.
Tensions build in the film as Temple, a skinny, pale, fast-talking girl, locks horns -against the
ingrained attitudes of Texas cowboys. However this film is about so much more. Providing
insightful glimpses of Temple’s condition, the film uses close-up montage, black and white stills
photography and dissolve editing to demonstrate Temple’s photographic memory, for example
when she memorises a whole page of a Jean Paul Sartre text in one glance during in a college
French lesson.
Occasional editing of bursts of explanation enlighten the audience about the mechanic
dynamics of autism, coupled with occasional self-essential S&M relief, much to others’ disgust.
This, along with a rockin’ ‘70s soundtrack, are all part of her unique life story.
Watch Richard’s latest short film, Beware, at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDve4PXLlrw.
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ALBUMCLUB
by

Jared Szpakowski

ALBUMCLUB IS a free monthly meeting of like-minded music fans based in
Manchester and Salford. It mixes the format of ‘respond-to-theme’ open call outs for art
shows with that of a traditional book club, with each member reacting to the month’s
brief with a copy of their album of choice. We have been meeting for almost two years
now and what started out as a playful, social approach to finding and exploring new
music has become an invaluable way for members to step out of their comfort zone and
listen to things they wouldn’t normally consider.
Previous themes have included albums in other languages, guilty pleasures,
soundtracks, unsigned bands and, most recently, an audio therapy module in which
the group were given two example case studies of patients with health and social issues
and had to prescribe an album for them to use as treatment.
We are currently in the process of forming a second group and do get free places on
occasion so If you are interested in joining feel free to get in touch via
contact@jaredszpakowski.co.uk.

Pip by Jo Wilkinson
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Austerity
by

Kenn Taylor

I went on a journey
of nostalgia
to somewhere I used to go
Down a dark path
In an unloved park
In an unloved town
The building was still there
but now secure
Plywood
and wire mesh
On every window
and door
Through a crack though
There was a gap enough to view
that where once there had been
animals to see
and friendly, old staff
Now only
rubble and decay
Overgrown and abandoned
Another tiny tragedy
There are a million more
No headlines or campaigns
Just one more
quiet sacrifice
to the god of austerity
While, those that caused the mess
carry on
as before
A decision made over an account sheet
by people
who know the value of nothing
People that then wonder why
so many of the young
don’t even try
Protecting our grandchildren they say
from the debts of today
I have to wonder though
what will be left for them
tomorrow

Beetroot hummus
by

Trove
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WE ARE Trove, a husband and wife who believe in good
food, made from scratch. After many a Saturday spent
huddled on a market selling organic chutneys and jams in
the wet and windy weather of our beloved Manchester we
decided that enough was enough, so we found a tiny space
with a big heart and a big kitchen and Trove cafe and bakery
was born.
With some amazing family members and some lovely
friends we have created a little haven of good food and
friendly service. You will find us in Levenshulme, opposite
the Antiques Village. If you’re lucky our Citroen 2CV van
named Cyril will be parked out front.
We have won two Manchester Food and Drink Festival
awards, one for being ‘Truly Good Food Heroes’ and the
other for being the best ‘Cheap Eats’ venue in Manchester.
We bake artisan bread to use in our cafe and to sell wholesale. We can make all sorts
from beautiful sourdough to delicious rye. We make our bread slowly from the best
organic ingredients. We shape, score and load all our loaves by hand. Our loaves take a
full day to produce and the result is bread that’s delicious with great keeping qualities.
You will find no additives or improvers in any of our loaves. You can currently buy our
bread from Unicorn Grocery in Chorlton and Back’s Deli in Heaton Moor. Places that
use our bread are: Polocini cafe, Romiley, Fig and Sparrow lifestyle shop and cafe,
Manchester, Cowherds Vegetarian Cafe, Trafford, Volta bar and restaurant, West
Didsbury and Eleckrik cafe/bar, Chorlton. www.trovefoods.co.uk
INGREDIENTS
720g raw beetroot
4 garlic cloves
Stale Trove sourdough bread
360ml olive oil
2 tbsp tahini
Seasoning
METHOD
1. Bring to the boil a pan of salted water.
2. Wash the beetroot thoroughly.
3. Place the washed beetroot into the pan of water,
ensuring the beetroot is covered by the water. Cook
until tender (20-40 minutes).
4. Blend the cooked beetroot with the other
ingredients until smooth and shiny.
Check seasoning
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Good things happening soon
Saturday February 1, Queer Britain - the
struggle for LGBT rights 1958-2014, Old Fire
Station, Salford. Gay rights campaigner Peter
Tatchell speaks as part of LGBT History Month,
at the invitation of the nearby Working Class
Movement Library.
Chinese New Year. Dragon parade from Albert
Square to Chinatown (1pm) and fireworks from
6pm, plus Chinese-themed music and activities
at Manchester Art Gallery.
Seminar: Radical Conservatism, Castlefield
Gallery. Free event exploring the exhibition
currently on display at Castlefield Gallery, with a
performance by artist Chris Evans.
The Wave Pictures, Deaf Institute. Sublime
indie-pop with support from Ivan Campo.
The Hipshakes, Big Hands. Only Joking records
presents the Manchester punk band with
support from Denim n Leather and the Booglys.
Sunday February 2, Loiterers Resistance
Movement. Psychogeographic walk around
Manchester (see nowhere-fest.blogspot.com for
more details).
Laure Prouvost, Cornerhouse. A selection of
films by the recent Turner Prize-winner, part
of the ICA Artists’ Moving Image Network
screening series. The series continues with
Anja Kirschner and David Panos on Tuesday
February 25.
Sinking of the Titanic, Islington Mill, Salford.
Night of film, music and art.
Monday February 3, Bill Callahan, Ritz. Former
Smog growler’s sumptuous, melancholy folk.
Tuesdays February 4 and 25, Manchester Leftwing Writers, Castle Hotel, 5pm. First meetings
of new group for sharing and discussing leftwring writing (see http://manchesterleftwriters.
wordpress.com for more details).
Thursday February 6, Sex Hands, Night & Day.
Some of Manchester’s most exciting bands: also
features MiSTOA pOLTSA and Fruit Tones.
The End is Nigh, Common. End of the World
party to mark the closing of the exhibition the
Common World, with Stop Making Sense DJs
playing tunes exploring the interrelationship
between pop and doom.
Friday February 7, Zines of Wonder, Salford
Zine Library, Nexus Art Cafe. Exhibition of zines
made by Stockport College students following
a visit to the library (exhibition runs until Friday
February 28).
Further Shreds: open studio, Federation
House. Artist-in-residence Roger Bygott has
created an installation based on shredded
paper in the Co-operative’s recently-vacated
Federation Building. Elsewhere in the building is
Serendipity, an exhibition by second year visual
arts students from Salford University, as well as
CACTUS ON TOUR, featuring up-and-coming
painter Rafal Topolewski and conceptual artist
Ryan Gander among other artists.
Irma Vep, Milk Room. Night of noise, folk and
improv in Hotspur House, featuring Irma Vep,
White Death & Joincey Trio, Restless Palms and

Marvo Men. BYOB, donations welcome.
The Morrissey Smiths disco, Star and Garter.
Disco playing solely the music of Morrissey and
the Smiths (monthly).
Saturday February 8, Cleft album launch
party, Zombie Shack. Intricate Manchester
post-rockers Cleft launch their first album in the
venue formerly known as the Attic, with support
from Alpha Male Tea Party, Halfling’s Lea and
Bear Makes Ninja.
Tuesday February 11, Eh?, the Castle Hotel.
Script-in-hand performance of Henry
Livings’ play.
Wednesday February 12, ‘I’m a shy boy’:
Punk, politics and LGBT culture, Manchester
Metropolitan University. Shrieking Violet
contributor David Wilkinson discusses early
British punk’s relationship to the gay scene as
part of LGBT History Month.
Thursday February 13, Launch Pad: the
Drawing Project, Castlefield Gallery. Drawing,
installation, performance, animation and 3D
drawing by Jenny Core, Sophia Crilly, Hondartza
Fraga, Mary Griffiths, Lesley Halliwell, Jenny
Steele, and Claire Weetman (exhibition runs
until Sunday February 23).
Dave Haslam in conversation with Richard
Boon, Gorilla. DJ and former zinester
Dave Haslam discusses stories from inside
Manchester’s punk/post-punk scene with former
Buzzcocks manager Richard Boon.
Warm Widow album launch party, Kraak.
Manchester rockers launch their second
album, Childless.
Friday February 14, Party Hard, Star and
Garter. Guilty pleasures indie-rock night with
special guests Bad Grammar and Ten
Mouth Electron.
Saturday February 15, Joana Vasconcelos:
Time Machine, Manchester Art Gallery. Largescale sculptures by the Portuguese artist,
including a new textile commission (exhibition
runs until Sunday June 1).
Carefully Planned All-dayer, Gullivers. Carefully
Planned’s nineteenth festival features Silent
Front, Tekla, Paddy Steer, Faitala, Elk, Gurgles,
Papayèr and Bilge Pump, plus live
on-stage interviews.
Mary Quaile Club, Cornerstones Community
Centre, Salford. New discussion group
on working class history and its links with
contemporary political issues, named after
trade unionist Mary Quaile. The first meeting is
themed ‘What Ever happened to the Welfare
State?’, with speakers Paula Bartley and
Hugh Caffrey.
Blue Orchids, Star and Garter. Classic ‘80s
Mancunian indie band with support from French
pop band Watoo Watoo, followed by Light it Up
indie-pop disco.
Tuesday February 18, the Miners’ Hymns,
Cornerhouse. Bill Morrison’s documentary about
former north east coal mining communities,
using archive footage alongside a new score by
Icelandic composer Jóhann Jóhannsson.

Wednesday February 19, Victoria Baths
Swimming Club, Levenshulme Baths, 7pm.
Friends of Victoria Baths swim in another
historic pool. Pay by donation. (monthly)
The Jelas, Wahlbar. Bristol punk with support
from locals A Winning Pair and Hanna Cash.
Thursday February 20, Marx and Engels:
Manchester’s Victorian Psychogeographers?,
Manchester Metropolitan University. Part of the
free public seminar series Space/Place/Culture.
Noise Above 3, Penthouse. Evening of
experimental sound art and performance in The
Penthouse studios and corridor project space,
featuring Rosanne Robertson, Debbie Sharp,
Gwendolen Osmond/Triangle Cuts, Now Wash
Your Hands, David Birchall and Kim Foale.
Saturday February 22, Purchasing Power:
women and the co-operative movement since
the 19th century, People’s History Museum,
1pm. Historian Rachael Vorberg-Rugh describes
women’s historical influence in the co-operative
movement, to accompany the exhibition the
People’s Business – 150 years of the cooperative (exhibition runs until Sunday May 11).
Tony Charles: Abrasive Action, Untitled Gallery.
New exhibition in tiny gallery (exhibition runs
until Saturday 5 April).
Gesamtkunstwerk, Islington Mill, Salford.
Industrial, noise and electronics clubnight
featuring Damien Dubrovnik, Helm & Basic
House plus residents.
Monday February 24, Modern Times,
Manchester Metropolitan University. Screening
of Charlie Chaplin’s machine-age classic, as
part of UNISON MMU’s Trauma film series.
Stature, Manchester town hall. Manchester
artists Warp and Weft install crocheted masks of
eight inspiring Mancunian women on the male
portrait busts in the entrance to the town hall
(exhibition runs until Sunday March 9).
Tuesday February 25, The Origins of the
Fairground – Were they the First Job Centres?,
Royal Northern College of Music. Talk by Dr
Anne Featherstone as part of Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society’s
events programme.
Wednesday February 26, Trash Kit., Gullivers
One of the Shrieking Violet’s favourite bands
– three piece punk with support from Sex
Hands and Ill.
Thursday February 27, Reclaim the Night,
Owen’s Park. March from Fallowfield to the
University of Manchester Students’ Union,
themed ‘sound and voices’, aiming to fill the
streets with sound to unite against sexual
harassment and sexual violence, followed by
Students’ Union after party with live comedy
and music, arts & crafts, activities, community
stalls and DJs.
Friday February 28, Chris Mills and the
Distant Stars, the Castle Hotel. The LRM brings
American alt-country singer Chris Mills to one
of Manchester’s best pubs, with support from
protest singer the Quiet Loner and Phil Davies
and the ninjasmokebombs.

